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Abstract—Pharmacology curriculum plays an integral role in medical education. Learning pharmacology to choose and prescribe drugs is a major challenge encountered by students. We developed pharmacology applied learning activities for first year medical students that included realistic clinical situations with escalating complications which required the students to analyze the situation and think critically to choose a safe drug. Tutor feedback was provided at the end of session. Evaluation was done to assess the students’ level of interest and usefulness of the sessions in rational selection of drugs. Majority (98%) of the students agreed that the session was an extremely useful learning exercise and agreed that similar sessions would help in rational selection of drugs. Applied learning sessions in the early years of medical program may promote deep learning and bridge the gap between pharmacology theory and clinical practice. Besides, it may also enhance safe prescribing skills.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PHARMACOLOGY, as a basic medical science discipline, provides the scientific basis of therapeutics, i.e. the scientific foundation for safe and rational prescribing of drugs in the treatment of various human ailments and diseases. Learning of pharmacology, being one of the core subjects in the undergraduate medical curriculum, requires a significant integration of basic and applied medical knowledge. It was clearly stated by Braunwald [1] that “Pharmacology is uniquely positioned among the biomedical sciences. It depends on and contributes to genetics, biochemistry, cell biology, organ physiology and clinical medicine.” While traditionally it has been treated as a pre-clinical/para-clinical subject its relevance to clinical prescribing cannot be overstated. The underlying consideration for pharmacology teaching/learning is to train future medical practitioners with sufficient skills to draw on their theoretical knowledge of basic criteria of efficacy, safety, suitability and economy for sound therapeutic decision making in clinical practice.

Learning pharmacology to choose and prescribe drugs is a major challenge encountered by students [2]. It is generally opined that teaching pharmacology course in medical schools has failed to keep pace with the rapid changes in medical practice [2]. With an explosion in not only the number of drugs and drug classes but also in knowledge base of mechanisms of drug action (even at the molecular and genomic levels) the medical student of today is confronted with a sea of facts to which he is not able to relate in terms of its utility for his future role as a clinical practitioner. It reduces learning to a mere rote memorizing of facts and drug names for the sole purpose of passing through the assessment process, while on the other hand, it renders the learning process dry, uninteresting and burdensome and reduces it to an ordeal which must be undergone, so as to get through the preclinical years, without being carried forward to later years of the medical curriculum or clinical practice.

Considering that ~50% of all consultations end with a prescription, it is vital that medical doctors have a good understanding of the disciplines of pharmacology, clinical pharmacology, and therapeutics in order to prescribe drugs effectively and safely. However, despite the generally accepted importance of rational prescribing, the teaching of pharmacotherapy to undergraduate medical students is still unsatisfactory [3]. Many graduates reportedly feel underprepared to take on prescribing responsibilities after graduation [4]. Recently Garbutt et al reported that the prescribing performance of house staff and medical students is poor, partly because of inadequate training [5]. These reports are not surprising as in many curricula; teaching in clinical disciplines has been disease-centered focusing on symptoms and diagnosis, with little or no time given to imparting the principles of treatment with drugs. In order to improve rational prescribing, increased attention is being paid to the teaching of pharmacotherapy in many countries [6-9].

It is now known that traditional pharmacology training that takes place by way of didactic lectures does not prepare the students well for rational selection of drugs [10]. Attempts have been made to improve the teaching of pharmacology and therapeutics. It is easier to take a lecture on calcium channel blockers than to teach students how to select one for a particular indication / type of patient. The present day pharmacology course consists of a combination of lectures; problem based learning sessions, clinic-correlated lectures and small group discussions [11]. However, integration of knowledge between disciplines and appropriate application of theoretical knowledge to clinical practice remains to be a major challenge to most students. It has been shown recently that pharmacotherapy program during the preclinical phase of medical education has a positive effect on improving the cognitive pharmacotherapeutic skills (i.e., the process of selecting the relevant information relating to the patient and choosing a drug treatment regimen) among medical students [12].

This finding is encouraging, but student perspectives of such pharmacotherapy programs in preclinical years are still
not known. The aim of this study was to develop and implement pharmacology applied learning program and assess the student perspectives regarding the usefulness and effectiveness of the pharmacotherapy program among the preclinical medical students.

II. METHODOLOGY

In the preclinical years at Monash University Sunway Campus, pharmacology curriculum is predominantly delivered through lectures with some inclusion in problem based learning sessions. A pharmacology applied learning program that required the students to activate their prior theoretical knowledge, integrate and apply it to practical therapeutic problem solving was developed.

The program included realistic clinical case scenarios of graded complexity that had to be solved within a specific timeframe which enforced information seeking and knowledge gathering from multiple resources, critical thinking, peer discussion and decision making. The innovative session was strategically placed at the end of specific systemic modules to enable the students to assimilate knowledge from multiple disciplines and apply it to a single individual to solve medical problems.

All first year medical students (n=136) at the Monash University Sunway Campus were invited to participate in the pharmacology applied learning program that were conducted during the 2nd semester of first year medical course.

The first session, in week 5 and the second session in week 12 were based on topics covered during weeks 1-5 (Analgesics and Pharmacokinetics) and weeks 6-12 (Cardiovascular system) respectively. In each of these sessions the students were divided into multiples groups of six to eight and each group was given a different clinical case scenario with a therapeutic problem of graded complexity. They were given 10 minutes to interpret and discuss the problem among themselves followed by problem solving period of 60 minutes (Fig. 1).

The students were allowed to consult their notes, books or online material to come up with their answers and support their reasoning.

At the end of problem solving period, representatives of each group were invited to present their case and solution to the whole class and to answer/ reason any questions/ queries raised by any member of the class. Each group-class discussion was followed by tutor feedback on the students’ clinical reasoning and case presentation. At the end of the pharmacology applied learning session the students were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the session and their perceptions regarding the usefulness of such session for their learning and understanding of practical implications of pharmacology.

III. RESULTS

Of 136 year one students, 120 participated in the project and 105 students returned the completed evaluation forms rating the project from ‘1’-Strongly disagree to ‘5’ – Strongly agree on different parameters. Items included in the student perception evaluation questionnaire are listed in Table I. Majority (98 %) of the students agreed that the session was extremely useful learning exercise; 96% agreed that similar sessions would help them in rational selection of drugs and 97% felt that the session helped them to appreciate the importance of pharmacology in clinical practice. 89% of the respondents rated the session as interesting and stimulating while 90% stated that such sessions would increase their interest in pharmacology. Overall 93 % students would like to have more of similar sessions in future. The item wise responses to the evaluation questionnaire are depicted in Fig. 2.
The results of this study clearly indicate that pharmacology applied learning sessions made an impressive impact on the students. Previous studies on pharmacotherapy program for preclinical students evaluated the effect on learning pharmacotherapeutic skills, i.e., choosing a drug treatment and determining patient information [12]. However, student perspectives on such pharmacotherapy programs in the preclinical years are widely reported.

The participants of pharmacology applied learning program found the small group open book discussion sessions stimulating and enjoyable. In view of the students’ perceptions regarding the beneficial effects of these sessions on their learning experience it could be useful to introduce more of such small group, problem solving sessions in pharmacology. It would better equip the students to critically analyse and transfer theory into practice, and build their competence for effective and safe prescribing skills. Similar sessions can also be introduced in year 2 and possibly beyond, when greater parts of the curriculum have been covered and students have been exposed to a wider spectrum of clinical conditions. They also found the patient oriented approach as an interesting way of learning and enjoyable while equipping them with the ability to make sound therapeutic decisions in their future clinical practice.

### IV. Discussion

The results of this study clearly indicate that pharmacology applied learning sessions made an impressive impact on the students. Previous studies on pharmacotherapy program for preclinical students evaluated the effect on learning pharmacotherapeutic skills, i.e., choosing a drug treatment and determining patient information [12]. However, student perspectives on such pharmacotherapy programs in the preclinical years are widely reported.

The participants of pharmacology applied learning program found the small group open book discussion sessions stimulating and enjoyable. In view of the students’ perceptions regarding the beneficial effects of these sessions on their learning experience it could be useful to introduce more of such small group, problem solving sessions in pharmacology. It would better equip the students to critically analyse and transfer theory into practice, and build their competence for effective and safe prescribing skills. Similar sessions can also be introduced in year 2 and possibly beyond, when greater parts of the curriculum have been covered and students have been exposed to a wider spectrum of clinical conditions. They also found the patient oriented approach as an interesting way of learning and enjoyable while equipping them with the ability to make sound therapeutic decisions in their future clinical practice.

### V. Conclusion

Pharmacology applied learning program in the early years of medical program could play an important role in enhancing collaborative learning, critical thinking and clinical problem solving among medical students. Regular applied learning sessions in the foundation years of medical students have the potential to inculcate prescribing competence and equip them with the ability to make sound therapeutic decisions in their future clinical practice.
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